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PROBLEM F O R~~T I O K
Let ( Q , F , P ) be the basic probability space where F is complete with respect to P, and suppose that we are given an increasing family of u-algebras Fr CF, 0 G t < c o , each containing all P-null sets and Fr = lJL,,,Fr+C.
Let R" denote n-dimensional Euclidean space. A right continuous Rn-valued stochastic process Z(t; w ) is called a square integrable Martingale with respect to Fr if 1) Z(r;w) is measurable Fr for each > O ; EZ(r:o) =O; 2) E(IIZ(r;w)l(2)<x for every rE [O,rx;); 3) E(Z(r;w)l&)=Z(s;w) as. for every t < x .
If a c t ) is the smallest a-algebra containing all P-null sets generated by Z (s; a), 0 < s G I , then Z ( t ; w ) is a square integrable Martingale with respect to /Iz(') as well. Let the associated increasing n X n matrix-valued process of Z ( t ; w) that follows from the decomposition theorem of Kunita and Watanabe [3] be denoted by (Z,Z),.
We consider a zero-sum two person differential game with the knowledge of the state of the system up to the present time being available to both players. We use subscript p to denote one player referred to as pursuer and subscript e to denote the other player referred to as evader. where x ( r ; w ) is an n X 1 vector denoting the state, up( .; w ) is an r , X 1 vector strategy of the pursuer, u,(.;w) is an r2X 1 vector strategy of the evader, Z(t; w ) is an Rn-valued square integrable Martingale defined above, and A ( . ) , B , ( . ) , B , ( . ) are n x n, n X rl, n x r , deterministic matrix functions, respectively, which we assume to be continuous. We want the strategies up(c;w) and u,(c;w) at time t to depend on the "state" up to time t ; that is, on x ( s ; a), O< s G t . In this restricted class, our problem is to find 
We now make precise this restricted class for strategies up and u,. It is implicit that % ( t ; w ) and u,(t; 0) are jointly measurable in c and w. We seek to solve the supinf problem (2) [2] . In this short paper we use a similar approach to solve a stochastic differential game problem with a fixed time quadratic cost function, and with perfect observation when the system is corrupted by any square integrable Martingale as noise. In iTE:lyi(r;o)l12dr< m particular, it includes any zero mean, independent increment process, and not necessarily sample continuous, as noise affecting the evolution of the system. Technology. Enschede, The Netherlands.
problem in the class Hp,e as well.
The author is with the Department of Applied Mathematics, Twente University of see that the solution belongs to the ;lass Hp,e and therefore, solves the
OPTIMAL STRATEGIFS
We first state the following lemma.
and Le be a bounded linear operator from HZ into H, defined, respectively, by We use the same notation for inner product in different spaces but they are obvious from the context. Now, if r,(t;oj is of the form (3a) or (3b), rl is in Hi and the lemma follows. 
u,=(g-L,tLe)-'L,+(Lp2lOp+W).
(1 Ib) and also by Similarly, u, is obtained by maximizing F(u,; u,) and is given by and also by
In the forms (loa) and (1 la), Lpuop + Leu, + w is the optimal fmal state x ( T ; w ) and by Lemma 2, L , ( 4 % + L e u , + w ) and L,t(L,u,+L,u,+w) are given, respectively, by
B p * E ( @ ( t ) * -'~( T ) * Q x ( r ; o ) l P z ( t ) )
and
B,*E(~P(I)*-'~(T)*Q~(T;~)JP,(~)) (13)
if we can show that they are of the form (3a). To prove this, we consider forms (lob) and (llb). Putting the expression for uoe from (Ilb) into (lob) and simplifying, we get is of the form of (3a) and hence is the element L;w. inverse of a linear time-invariant system for nonzero initial conditions is considered. It p shown that this problem is equivalent to finding a minimal dynamical cover. As a result of this, the minimal inverse problem can be solved immediately using the previous results on dynamic covers. No and from (6),
u O P ( t ; 4 = -( l / A ) B ; ( t ) i ( r ; w )

dpg(t)=[ -p g ( t ) A -A *~~( r ) + P g ( t ) ( l / h B p B , ' -1/@$,')pg(l)]dZ.
restriction other than invertibity is assumed on tbe 0 -d system.
After algebraic manipulatjon, 
IV. COKCLUSION
In thls short paper, we have solved the stochastic linear differential game problem with any square integrable Martingale as noise. The solution is obtained by transforming the problem to an optimization problem in the Hilbert space setting. This method of solution brings out an important feature of the problem. The only property of stochastic integral needed in the solution is the fact that and this property holds for any square integrable Martingale Z ( t ; w ) . Formulating the problem with Wiener process as noise is, therefore, unnecessarily restrictive. Specifically, the sample continuity of a Wiener path is completely redundant for this problem, this being an important conclusion of the present work.
I. INTRODCCTION
In this short paper we consider the problem of finding a minimal order dynamical inverse for a linear system, a problem of interest in control, filtering, and coding theory. Ho,wever, they are not dynamic in general. In this short paper we present a new approach to this problem. In particular, it is established that the general dynamic inverse problem can also be reduced to a dynamic coyer problem which leads to an immediate solution of the problem. JJsing this characterization, certain results on the characteristic polynomials of dynamical inverses are obtained. Also, a further charactewtion of the minimal dynamic inverses in terms of output injection feedback is given. Unlike [9], the results of this short paper allow the construction of a minimal inverse for any invertible system with an arbitraiy initial state not requiring it to be nondegenerate as in [9]. This is achieved by initializing the inverse a units of time later. 
